TYPICAL BOARD LAYOUT FOR ARTECO RIGITONE BOARD

GYPF RAME MF6 PERIMETER CHANNEL
SUITABLY FIXED TO ROOM PERIMETER
(FIXINGS BY OTHERS)

GYPROC DRYWALL SCREWS AT 150mm
MAXIMUM CENTRES AT BOARD EDGES

GYPROC DRYWALL SCREWS AT 230mm
MAXIMUM CENTRES

NOTE: SCREW FIXINGS SHOULD BE LOCATED TO AVOID PERFORATIONS IN THE RIGITONE BOARDS

GYPF RAME MF7 PRIMARY CHANNEL
AT 1000mm CENTRES

GYPF RAME MF5 CEILING SECTION
AT NOMINAL 330mm CENTRES

GYPF RAME HANGERS
AT 900mm CENTRES

GYPF RAME MF5's ATTACHED TO MF7's
WITH GYPF RAME MF9 CONNECTING CLIPS
AT EACH JUNCTION

1000mm MAX
1000mm
1000mm

330 330 330
900
150 MAX

Dwg. No: GI-CMF-MF5PLS-002

This drawing should be read in conjunction with current Gypsum Industries product system literature. Available at www.gypsum.ie